Abstract. We establish the variational problem giving elastic curves in a twodimensional lightlike cone. The solutions of the variational problem produce two Euler-Lagrange equations. By using some technical of differential geometry, we solve the equations. Then, we classify elastic curves in the lightlike cone. Finally, we plot some of elastic curves in the lightlike cone.
Introduction
An elastic curve (or elastica) which is one of the most classical topics in the calculus of variations in a space, a surface or a manifold is defined as the curve satisfying a variational condition appropriate for interpolation problems. According to D. Bernouilli's idealization, all kinds of elastic curves minimize the total squared curvature ³ 0 κ 2 psqds among curves of the same length and first order boundary data [1] . For example, geodesics on a plane or a sphere and eight curve in Euclidean space are obvious examples of elastic curves psee for example [3, 4, 6, 13, ] etc.q.
Like many of the problems explored by mathematicians of this era, the formal investigation of the elastica was motivated by a physical situation. The Euler¡Bernoulli treatment of the elastica transformed a physics problem into one in mathematics. Examining the bending energy of a physical elastic rod was replaced by investigating the total squared curvature of a regular curve [14] . The total squared curvature functional has emerged as a useful quantity in the study of geodesics and the closed thin elastic rod is often used as a model for the DNA molecule [5] . So far, many authors have written several papers on elastic curves in Euclidean and non¡Euclidean spaces. D. Singer obtained Euler¡Lagrange equations of the elastic curves in three¡dimensional Euclidean space and solved the equations by using Jacobi elliptic functions. He also generalized variational problem of elastic curves in Riemannian manifold of constant sectional curvature r13s. In [6] , the authors examined the closed elastic curves in the manifolds with constant sectional curvature. On the other hand, G. Brunnet and P.E. Crouch gave differential equations for the main invariants of spherical elastic curves. They solved the equations by using Jacobi elliptic functions and presented a classification of the fundamental forms of elastic curves [4] .
By using the same formulization, differential equation systems for elastic curves is studied and improved by many geometers in non¡Euclidean spaces. In this paper, we give a special attention to Minkowski geometry which is a non¡Euclidean space. In spite of the fact that Minkowski geometry and Euclidean geometry have a certain parallelism, in Minkowski geometry one can generate different results from Euclidean geometry for curves or surface due to its metric structure. Moreover Minkowski geometry is more complex than Euclidean geometry because Minkowski geometry includes both spherical geometry and hyperbolic geometry while Euclidean geometry includes only spherical geometry. Furthermore, there are three types curves¡called as spacelike, timelike and lightlike¡and two types surfaces¡called as "degenerate" and "non¡degenerate"¡ in Minkowski space while its Euclidean partner has a type curve and surface. For example, two¡dimensional de Sitter space ( Figure 1a ) and two¡dimensional hyperbolic space (Figure 1b ) in three¡dimensional Minkowski space E 3 1 corresponding a sphere in three¡dimensional Euclidean space E 3 are non¡degenerate surfaces and de Sitter two¡space has timelike, spacelike and lightlike curves while hyperbolic two¡space has only spacelike curves [9, 10] . On the other part, two¡dimensional lightlike cone ( Figure 1c ) which contains all of lightlike (null) vectors in three¡dimensional Minkowski space E 3 1 is a degenerate surface and the lightlike cone has only spacelike curves [7, 9] . It seems very interesting to work elastic curves on the hyperquadrics and the lightlike cone in three¡ dimensional Minkowski space E [11, 16] . However, elastic curves in a degenerate surface like a lightlike cone have never handled up till now. But curves in a lightlike cone introduced by H. Liu. He gave some basic information to reader about structure and frame of the curves in the lightlike cone, then he characterized some curves in two and three¡dimensional lightlike cone [7] . In [8] the authors also examined the properties and structures of cone curves two and three¡dimensional lightlike cone by means of the representation formulas for spacelike curves in these lightlike cones. On the other hand, a problem of elastic curves in a two¡dimensional lightlike cone arise as an open problem in Ph.D. thesis work of the first author [12] . According to the thesis work, solutions of this problem enable a nice connection between elastic curves on a two¡dimensional lightlike cone and elastic strips with null directrix and pseudo¡null directrix in three¡dimensional Minkowski space E 3 1 [12] . In this paper, we do not handle to this topic, but we completely determine elastic curves in two¡dimensional lightlike cone which directly contribute solution of the problem.
We firstly determine the variational problem giving elastic curve on a two¡ dimensional lightlike cone as a critical point of the functional ³ 0 p¡2κ σq ds among curves with fixed initial points, directions and length , where σ is tension parameter. By using calculus of variations, we find out two Euler-Lagrange equations for elastic curves on the lightlike cone. Solving the equations by means of some techniques of differential geometry, we give explicit solutions of equilibrium equations of elastic curves with regard to the tension parameter and classify the solutions in the lightlike cone. Then, we plot these curves.
Preliminaries
Consider three¡dimensional Minkowski space E [9, 10] . We usually use the Frenet frame when we study elastic curves in Euclidean or Minkowski space. However, the Frenet frame sometimes gives no information about the curve (see for an example [8] ). Hence, we use the asymptotic orthonormal frame field introduced by Liu [7] . Assume that the curve given by For an arbitrary parameter t of the curve γ ptq, the cone curvature function κ is given by
Elastic Curves in a Two-Dimensional Lightlike Cone
H. Liu studied curves in the lightlike cone and characterized some curves in the two¡dimensional and three¡dimensional lightlike cones [7] . In this section, we examine elastic curves in the lightlike cone Q
2 . An elastic curve minimizes the functional Computing κ from p3.8q , p3.9q and p3.10q , we get (3.11) κ c, c constant. Substituting p3.11q in p3.8q, we obtain µ 0. To specify the constant c with respect to the tension parameter σ, we consider the boundary condition
for the extremal γ. This condition is implied by the fact that the total length of the curve is a variable in the variation [2] . Thus, we have
Substituting Λ, the components of Λ in p3.5q into the inner product Λ p q , γ p q ¡ Therefore, we can give the following theorem which determine spacelike elastic curves in the lightlike cone Q 2 .
Theorem 3.1. γ is a spacelike elastic curve in a two¡dimensional lightlike cone Q 2 if and only if the cone curvature of spacelike curve γ is a constant which is equal negative half of the tension parameter.
In [7] , authors gave a classification of the curves with constant cone curvature in a two¡dimensional lightlike cone Q 2 . By using this classification, we can give the following corollary. is a parabola (Figure 2 ). Thus γ is a free elastic curve.
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